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base LE covers the economical end of the spectrum, while the well-equipped Limited and TRD Off-Road models offer an impressive amount of equipment designed for two very different types of buyers. No matter what finish you choose, the RAV4 comes with a 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine and an eight-speed automatic. The front-wheel
drive is standard, but all-wheel drive is optional on the LE, XLE, XLE Premium and Limited, and the standard on Adventure and TRD Off-Road models. The RAV4's square jaw looks inspired by a 4Runner SUV and Tacoma pickup truck, but its car-based construction provides a smoother ride than any of these trucks. The interiors are
spacious and the materials chosen are sturdy, but those buyers looking for modern convenience features such as power-adjusted seats, click start, and blind spot monitoring will want to avoid entry-level models. What's new in 2021? Toyota made only one change RAV4 for 2021 model year: Blizzard Pearl replaces replaces White on a
color palette. The RAV4 Prime hybrid joins the lineup, and the hybrid model gets a new XLE Premium finish; we look at two hybrid models separately. Pricing and which one buyIt is hard for us to resist the cool new TRD Off-Road, but we'd practice restraint and choose a middle-class XLE Premium. It provides a plethora of standard
equipment that LE and XLE do not offer, such as 19-inch wheels, lift, two-zone automatic climate control, faux-leather padding, and leather-wrapped steering wheel and change handle. Toyota makes its driver aid suite a function standard throughout the lineup, so there's not much reason to go with a more expensive finish, unless of
course you really want ventilated seats. The engine, transmission and PerformanceThe 2021 RAV4 uses a 203-liter 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine paired with an eight-speed automatic transmission. The front-wheel drive remains standard, but Toyota now offers a choice of all-wheel-drive systems that depend on the finish. The adventure
model we were driving was equipped with a four-wheel drive system that can disable the rear a column when needed to improve fuel economy. On our test track, the RAV4 was faster than its predecessor: we recorded a 60 mph time of 8.0 seconds from the 2019 model and 8.3 seconds from 2018. The docile four-cylinder can be noisy,
especially during highway-pass attempts, and the gear on our test vehicle seemed to stumble when called for downshift. The RAV4 Hybrid-considered separately-snapped even faster 7.4-second 60-mph time in our hands. The RAV4 feels solid and stable when cruising interstate and holds its own when smashed into a winding stretch of
road, but it doesn't inspire the same confidence as our favorite segment, the Mazda CX-5. View photos of Toyota fuel economy and real world MPGThe RAV4 earned class-competitive fuel economy scores from the EPA. The front-wheel drive RAV4s can drive up to about 35 mpg on the highway. All-wheel drive Adventures delivered 32
mpg for us on our 200-mile highway fuel economy route, 1 mpg shy of rating the EPA rating for this finish. This puts its neck and neck with the Honda CR-V and represents a huge improvement over the 2018 Adventure model (which is driven only 25 mpg), but it surpassed the Volkswagen Tiguan, which delivered 33 mpg. Interior, comfort
and CargoInside, RAV4 prioritizes ergonomics and cozy storage. The useful shelf covers the dash and complements the large central console. The version we tested included a combination of soft touch surfaces and nice plastic. The basic finish, called LE, is quite spartan and With fabric seats, plasticky steering wheel, and single-zone
manual climate control. On the next step up the XLE, Toyota throws in a few perks, but there's a lot more to both on the XLE Premium, including faux-leather upholstery, leather steering wheel Shift the handle, and stitched and soft dashboard and central console armrest. The rear seats of the RAV4 are easy to stack and add up to an
almost flat position, opening the cargo cabin. We will put 10 of our suitcases behind the back seat and 22 with folded. The Nissan Rogue matches the RAV4 here, but the Subaru Forester beat it one in each metric. View photos of Toyota Infotainment and ConnectivityLower finishes come with a 7.0-inch touchscreen, but the 8.0-inch could
be dating from the XLE level. The infotainment system includes the 4G LTE mobile hotspot and Apple CarPlay and Android Auto capabilities. The premium JBL audio system, navigation and wireless charging area for the smartphone are optional. If you opt for a trim level without a navigator, don't worry. All other models are equipped with
Scout GPS Link, which allows compatible smartphones to display the map and step-by-step directions to the dashtop screen. Safety and Driver Assistance FeaturesThe National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) gave the RAV4 a five-star rating, and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) called it Top Safety Pick.
The RAV4 range boasts a variety of standard assistant assistants for the driver. Customers can also add blind zone monitoring and rear-intersection traffic alerts, but these features are optional on the base model. Key safety features include: Standard Automatic Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection Standard Lane-departure
warning with lane storage help Standard Adaptive Cruise ControlWarranty and CoverageToyota maintenance in the toe industry line warranty with three years of bumper-to-bumper coverage and five years for transmission. All models are equipped with two years of free planned maintenance - a rarity in this segment. The limited warranty
covers three years or 36,000 miles of Powertrain warranty spanning five years or 60,000 miles Of free maintenance covered for two years or 25,000 milesMore Features and Toyota specifications combines its decades-long hybrid powertrain dominance and its top-selling SUV to form the 2020 RAV4 Hybrid. This electrified version of the
RAV4 offers the same practical and spacious interior as the usual model, as well as inexpensive cost finishes and high-quality almost luxurious models, although hybrid technology does add a premium to the price. Hybrid powertrains are only now gaining momentum in the compact SUV class, with the RAV4 leading the way along with
hybrid versions of the Honda CR-V, Ford Escape, and Mitsubishi Outlander. Toyota style may not be for everyone, and other compact SUVs offer more driving pleasure, but the RAV4 Hybrid makes an outpunch of its inybrid in fuel economy. What's new in 2020? Not much has changed in 2020, no wonder since the RAV4 Hybrid was new
for 2019. The mid-range XLE model now comes with a powered driver's seat, and the heated front seats have switched to the Weather Weather package Package. Android Auto joins the list of standard features along with SiriusXM satellite radio. The hybrid model plug-in joins the lineup, but not until the 2021 model year. Pricing and
which one BuyThe XLE Hybrid is likely to value the winner in this lineup as it offers more standard hardware than base LE without suffering much of the uptick in price. XLE buyers will enjoy amenities such as passive artless entrance, adjustable driver seat power, LED projector headlights with automatic high beams, heated exterior
mirrors, blind spot monitoring, and front fog lights. The engine, transmission and PerformanceThe RAV4 Hybrid are equipped with a 2.5-liter four-cylinder engine with two electric motors with a total capacity of 219 horsepower. The all-wheel drive is standard - one of the electric motors powers the rear wheels and the second engine and
gasoline engine drive fronts as it is a continuously variable automatic transmission (CVT). Not only is the RAV4 Hybrid more efficient than the unelectrified model, but it's faster. It snapped a 7.4-second 60-mph time in our hands while the gas-only model required 8.0 seconds to complete the same task. Drivers will feel that bouncy, too,
especially throughout the city, where the electric motor's pleasing immediate power delivery gives it an extra boost when taking off from a stop. Like the standard RAV4, the handling of the hybrid model is competent and its ride is comfortable, but don't expect any turns of heroics here. View Photos of Toyota Fuel Economy and Real-World
MPGWhen compared to the gas all-wheel drive RAV4, the hybrid model is much more efficient. The EPA estimates it will reach 41 mpg city, 38 mpg highway, and 40 mpg combined, beating the regular RAV4 by 14 mpg, 5 mpg, and 11 mpg, respectively. When we tested the RAV4 Hybrid on our 200-mile highway fuel economy route, it
delivered 37 mpg, 1 mpg less than its EPA rating. The interior, comfort, and CargoThe RAV4 Hybrid cabin are well built and beautifully equipped, but prioritizes practicality over style. With lots of cubbies and bins to choose from, you'll have plenty of room to stash a small load, and all the buttons and controls are easy to find and work with.
Toyota throws in a lot of subtleties at the base level, such as two-zone automatic climate control, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, and altitude adjustable false floor in the cargo area. Going up the trim-level staircase brings luxurious features such as heated front and back seats, ambient interior lighting, and an upgraded faux-leather
upholstery that Toyota calls SofTex. RAV4 Hybrid offers identical cargo and Space is like a regular RAV4, and in our testing, we managed to place 10 carry-on luggage for the second row and 22 with a folded rear seat. View photos of Toyota Infotainment and ConnectivityLE and XLE models come with a 7.0-inch infotainment display
display From its dashboard while the XSE and limited models provide an 8.0-inch screen. You can have a larger display on the XLE model as part of the Audio Plus package. The integration of Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, as well as the on-board Wi-Fi hotspot, are standard. The navigation and 11-speaker JBL stereo system is
available on XSE and standard on limited. Otherwise, you'll get a six-go system. Safety and Driver Assistance FeaturesThe National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and the Insurance Institute for Road Safety (IIHS) have given RAV4 good ratings for accidents. IIHS even named it Top Safety Pick for 2020. Toyota has
been an aggressive adopter of driver assistance features and offers many of them standard throughout the RAV4 lineup. Key safety features include: Standard Automated Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Detection Standard Lane Warning with Standard Adaptive Cruise Controlwarranty and CoverageAll RAV4s is equipped with a
comprehensive warranty that meets the warranty provided by rivals Honda and Nissan, but electrified models are equipped with a long-term safety plan for their hybrid components. Far from the norm, Toyota's free maintenance policy plan extends for two years or 25,000 miles. The limited warranty covers three years or 36,000 miles
powertrain warranty covers five years or 60,000 miles Hybrid component warranty covers eight years or 100,000 miles Complimentary maintenance covered for two years or 25,000 miles More features and specifications Page 2 Second Generation Toyota 86 is to be presented in the 2022 model year, and although it will be brand new, it
is expected that it will follow the same rear-wheel drive formula that's the first generation car. Developed again in conjunction with the Subaru BR, the 2022 86 will be powered horizontally by a four-cylinder engine and, hopefully, a standard six-speed manual transmission. We also hope that Toyota will address our principled complaint with
the latest generation and give 86 more horsepower for 2022. We think a turbocharged engine is good for this affordable sports car, don't we? What's new in 2022? After missing the 2021 model year, the Toyota 86 is expected to launch as a 2022 model after a complete redesign. Prices and which one BuyToyota has said nothing about
prices or features, but we expect the GT model to offer more creature comfort than the base 86. We will update this story with more details as we learn about them. Engine, transmission and PerformanceThe first generation 86 came with a natural aspirated horizontally opposite four-cylinder provided Acceleration was decently lively, but
the engine lacked refinement. In 2022, we hope for a turbocharged flat four, similar to the model found in the Subaru Ascent SUV. This 260-hp mill will make 86 even faster. The six-step manual, hopefully, Serve the standard 86 transmission, and we expect Toyota will also offer six or eight automatic speeds. KGP Photography Fuel
Economy and Real-World MPGThe 2022 86 did not receive fuel economy ratings from the EPA, but the latest generation earned ratings of 24 mpg city, 32 mpg highway, and 27 mpg combined when equipped with a six-speed automatic. The manual model doesn't fare nearly as well. When we get the opportunity to put a new model
through our 200-mile highway fuel economy test, we will update this story with the results. Interior, comfort, and cargoFrom spy photos, we see that the 2022 86 will retain its relative size and shape. The 86 and Subaru BRS are unique in the market for affordable sports cars, as the only two that offer seating for four. Not that the rear seats
are all that comfortable or spacious, but they are nice to have.Infotainment and ConnectivityWe really hope Toyota makes big improvements to the infotainment system for 2022. The latest generation model offered a 7.0-inch touchscreen with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto interfaces, but its software was not particularly intuitive and the
overall system seemed pretty simple. We're pretty confident that Toyota will provide a bigger screen this time around, as well as additional features and amenities such as a wireless smartphone charger and on-board Wi-Fi. Safety and driver-assistance FeaturesCrash-test assessments are not available from either the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) or the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS). The outgoing 86 offered little in the way of driver-assistance features, but we expect Toyota will provide its suite of safety technologies as standard equipment for the 2022 model. Key safety features are likely to include: Standard Forward Collision
Warning and Automatic Emergency Braking Standard Exit Warning and Assistance in Maintaining Lane Standard Adaptive Cruise ControlWarranty and Coverage Maintenance We see no reason why Toyota will change the standard 86 warranty package from the 2020 model. Toyota's two-year free maintenance policy is a good raiser that
BRH does not comply with. The limited warranty covers three years or 36,000 miles of Powertrain warranty covering five years or 60,000 miles The Free Maintenance is covered for two years or 25,000 miles Page 3 The 2021 Toyota 4Runner is one of the most durable mid-size SUVs on the market, but also one of the oldest and least
refined. While its sturdy frame body design and off-road options make it seriously capable when the road ends, and strengthen it The image, its plastic interior and the inefficient V-6 engine are notable flaws. Toyota has upgraded this ancient four-wheeled vehicle with an impressive number of standard driver assistants and infotainment
features. The 4Runner also has a generous cargo space, and its accommodate cockpit can be equipped with a equipped small third row. Clumsy driving behavior and a high price tag make the 2021 4Runner less desirable than most other popular competitors, but it remains a decent alternative to the Jeep Wrangler-other car in which offroad chops take precedence over everyday sophistication. What's new in 2021? The latest 4Runner adds a new limited-edition Production Trail Edition for 2021. Toyota says it will only build 4,000 models that are based on the base SR5 model and come with rear or all-wheel drive. The Trail Edition features 17-inch dark grey TRD wheels
and black exterior badges. Inside, it has black seats with tan stitching and all-weather floor mats. The 2021 4Runner also gets new standard LED headlights, and the TRD Pro model gets several unique upgrades: a new lunar rock exterior color, a newly designed black TRD wheel wrapped in Nitto Grappl Terraer tires, and reconfigured
shock absorbers that Toyota says are designed to improve insulation during the driving trail. Pricing and which one to buy We think the TRD Off-Road model is the 4Runner to get. It's not as capable without roads as the raised TRD Pro, but its significantly lower price tag makes it a better value. It comes in a standard 270-hp gearbox. V-6,
automatic transmission and all-wheel drive. In addition to some TRD-specific external and internal bits, TRD Off-Road receives equipment that helps justify its name. This includes electronic locking of the rear differential for maximum traction in slippery or dirty conditions. It also has selected drive modes (called Multi Terrain Select and
Crawl Control) that can change the SUV's powertrain behavior to accommodate different driving scenarios. We would choose an additional kinetic dynamic suspension that improves the articulation of wheels during off-road activities. We'd also choose sliding rear cargo decks, making moving heavy cargo easier and even providing rear
seating doors. The engine, transmission and 4.0-liter V-6 engine and five-speed automatic transmission PerformanceThe 4Runner can operate with either rear or all-wheel drive. The entry-level SR5 models are rear-wheel drive, while all other finishes except tippity-top limited models are equipped with electable, part-time full-time drive.
These models have a hand-selected two-car transmission case with a low range of settings. Limited models have all-wheel drive with a central Torsen differential that can accelerate torque to the front or rear wheels as needed, depending on road conditions and wheel drive. In our tests, mid-level 4Runner TRD The model provided an
dutiful acceleration, its old-school V-6 moaning along with a coarse exhaust note. In an age that Toyota feels in action, its performance is right in the mix with its more modern competitors, including the V-6 Dodge Durango. And Toyota's rugged frame and torque-rich engine give it a leg in tow; Towing The 5,000-pound capacity beats the
Ford Edge and Wrangler, while not falling from the more powerful Durango's 8,700-pound limit. View photos of Toyota fuel economy and real world MPGThe 4Runner in powertrain combinations show your age at the pump. Although neither Toyota nor EPA have released fuel economy ratings for the 2021 lineup, we do not expect the
figures to differ materially from the previous model of the year. Each 2020 4Runner is rated at a low 16 mpg in the city and 19 mpg on the highway. Other competitors have similar city ratings, but do much better on the highway. Even so, 4Runner failed to meet its meagre EPA highway rating during our 200-mile real test, going back 19
mpg on the highway (1 mpg less than advertised). This puts Toyota in the back of a mid-range SUV along with a similarly off-road oriented Wrangler.Interior, Comfort, and CargoThe Interior 4Runner is not what you would call state-of-the-art, with a switchgear that could have come from the last years of the last millennium. Lackluster

materials and styling to the side, it manages to comfortably fit people in front and back, despite its rear class of internal dimensions. We haven't tested the extra third row, but we suspect it's best for the kids. A flexible cargo area and a few large, deep cubby in the front row mean that the 4Runner is a versatile tractor like this rock scanner.
Just don't try to pick up anything in the cargo hold if you have a chiropractor on call-his floor is uncomfortable high off the ground. The two-row models we tested had an additional cargo deck designed to load and unload heavy objects - up to 440 pounds - a little easier. It can also double as a back door for seating. This provides a flat load
floor when the second row of seats is stacked, but also deprives the cargo bay of several inches high. Even so, we fit an impressive 14 manual for a second row.Infotainment and ConnectivityEvery 4Runner has an 8.0-inch touchscreen infotainment system. The interface includes a set of physical buttons, as well as rotating volume and
settings handles. The system, called Entune, comes standard with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and a subscription-based Wi-Fi hotspot. A built-in navigation system and JBL audio system with 15 speakers is available. The Safety and Driver Assistance FeaturesThe 2021 4Runner has not been re-tested by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) or the Insurance Institute for Road Safety (IIHS). However, the 2020 version received a four-star NHTSA rating and unremarkable ratings from IIHS. However, each model comes with a plethora of driver assistance technologies. Key features Include: Standard forward collision warning and automatic
emergency braking Standard lane departure warning and lane departure warning, as well as assistance on standard adaptive cruise cruise and coverage CoverageToyota provides two years of free scheduled service, a rarity in this class. Coverage in other categories is less impressive, but meets industry standards. The limited warranty
covers three years or 36,000 miles powertrain warranty covers five years or 60,000 miles Free maintenance covered for two years or 25,000 milesMore features and specification specifications toyota rav4 2020 hybrid manual pdf. 2020 toyota rav4 hybrid owners manual australia
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